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The new year, it seems, has brought with it one thing – the 
return of volatility.  
 
After peaking at around 4,800 in the early days of January, the S&P 
500 index quickly fell just over 10% by the end of the month. The 
sell-off was not consistent across all sectors, however. Value stocks, 
which have lagged over the past decade, were affected far less, with 
many value sectors falling only in the 5% range. Growth-oriented 
sectors, as well as companies with smaller market caps, were the 
focal points of selling. Growth-oriented sectors saw monthly 
declines near 20%, and broad small-cap indexes saw peak declines 
near 25%.  

With the economy recovering strongly on the heels of almost two 
years of record stimulus in response to the Coronavirus pandemic, 
what set off this recent correction? As usual, more than just one 
factor is to blame. 

The first factor to consider is the valuation levels of markets in 
general. As of Dec. 31, 2021, the S&P 500 stood at 21.18x forward 
P/E compared to a 25-year average of 16.83x. This higher valuation 
is not in and of itself a reason for the market to correct. Strong 
economic fundamentals, stimulus, and above average earnings 
growth (or expected earnings growth) can support higher 
valuations. However, when market valuations are above historic 
norms, any other unexpected shock that comes along is more likely 
to get the selling train moving.  
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Above average 
valuations should be 
considered an 
overlaying factor for the 
next three things 
affecting markets: 

1. Rising inflation and 
expectations that the 
Federal Reserve will 
increase interest rates 
to control inflation 

2. After a decade of 
Fed officials lamenting 
low inflation, it finally 
appears to have found 
a foothold in the 
economy.  

Despite the Fed clearly 
stating that they were going to let inflation run beyond the standard 2% target, the Fed 
letting inflation run higher seems to have taken markets by surprise. While excessive 
inflation for longer periods of time can be harmful, so can deflation. 
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Did you know that March is Women’s History Month and 
March 8th is International Women’s Day?   

We want to celebrate by inviting the ladies to join us for a 
day of pampering and financial education.   

Originally, we planned on a Galentine’s Day spa event around 
Valentines, but with recent surges in Covid cases in the area, we 
decided to postpone the event so that those who wish to join 
us, felt comfortable doing so.  As a result, this will also limit the 
amount of guests we can accommodate.  Spots will fill up quicky, so please let us know as 
soon as possible if you would like to attend.   

Where: Visage a’ Visage Day Spa 
802 North Duke Street, Lancaster, Pa 

When: Saturday March 26, 2022 

Time: TBD 

Manicures and Facials + Food & Drinks + Financial Education + Good Times 
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Visit www.visitpsionline.com/news for more 

 

Introducing Angie Jones! 
We are so excited to introduce  
our new Client Services  
Representative, Angie Jones! 

Angie joined PSI Capital Management 
at the beginning of January and we are 
so excited to have her level of detail 
and expertise here,  
contributing to our team. 

Some of you may have had the pleas-
ure of speaking or emailing with Angie 
already, but for those of you that have 
not, Angie will be scheduling appoint-
ments, inputting data and assisting cli-
ents with any questions or concerns 
you may have when you call into the 
office.   

Angie has two beautiful, active teenagers and she also has a passion for design and 
DIY projects at home.  Next time you call or stop by the office, be sure to give a 
warm welcome to Angie!  

A modest amount of inflation is healthy for an economy, particularly one as consumer 
driven as the US. The Fed will certainly raise rates in pursuit of price stability but will 
be careful not to raise them too quickly in context of the broader economic 
environment, as they did in 2018.  
 

2. Geopolitical tension in the NATO/Russia standoff over Ukraine 

Nothing fuels market volatility quite like the threat of a war involving two world 
powers. While the exact outcome of this confrontation remains to be seen, it’s 
important to remember that the worst possible scenario serves no one, and de-
escalation is normally the result.  
 

3. Lingering pandemic-driven supply chain issues 

Mandated shutdowns for good a portion of 2020 might as well have taken all demand 
forecasting models and dumped them in the trash. Couple this with government 
stimulus that put cash directly in consumer pockets, and what do you have? Demand 
for products and services that aren’t there causing inflation and supply chain backups. 
Supply chains will regroup and reorganize, but it will take some time. 
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Take all of these world and economic 
events, combine them with a market  
valued well above its historic average,  
and a correction was certainly a possible 
outcome. Of course, the exact timing and 
magnitude of that correction is never 
known, which is why it’s so important to 
have a plan in place that 1) allows you to 
ride out the storm and 2) allows you to 
address the consideration of any 
opportunity that results from the 
correction as just that, an opportunity, 
rather than feeling forced to make  
knee-jerk reactions out of fear. 

 
I’d like to revisit an excerpt from an 
article in our April 2021 Newsletter: 

 It does not matter what brings the 
next recession [or correction] – embargos, 
financial system dysfunction, war, political 
upheaval, societal strife, a pandemic or 
any other unforeseen event or act of God 

– it only matters how we respond when it 
inevitably happens.  
 

It’s easy to overanalyze a situation and 
overstate the contribution of a single 
event or circumstance to a market 
correction. When markets have months 
like January, it’s important to take a step 
back, reset, and stick to the plan. We can’t 
control the market, we can only control 
how we react when volatility rears its ugly 
head. 

 
At PSI, we find calm and patience work 
best. 
 
Cheers to Spring being on the way! We 
have a lot of wonderful things planned 
this year for PSI, and we hope to see you 
all soon. 
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Don’t forget to visit us online at  www.visitpsionline.com and on 

Exciting changes are 
happening in Lancaster!  

Our main office conference room is 
getting a new look this spring! 

Throughout the next few months,  
we will be updating the Lancaster 

office conference room.   

We will be scheduling meetings in 
office around the renovations.   

Please be patient with us as we make 
these new updates! 

You may have noticed that our newsletter came 
out a little later than the beginning of the 

quarter, as it has in the past.  We are changing 
the schedule of our quarterly newsletters to be 
distributed mid-quarter to keep you updated 
with important news and market information.   

We want to hear from you! 

The last couple years have been rough, to say the least.  For the safety of everyone, 
we postponed most of our events and gatherings or opted for virtual events.  As 
you feel comfortable, we would LOVE to get back to planning events together.   

As we start planning, we thought it would be a great to hear what really interests 
you! Are there certain events, meetings or get togethers that you would like to see 
happen throughout the year?  Every year we do a large Client Appreciation Event, 
but we would like to do more smaller events throughout the year, in addition to our 
client event.   

In the coming weeks, we will be emailing you a survey and use the results to help 
us better serve you!  This will not only help us with planning fun events, but also 
share with us a little more about you and your interests.  If you don’t opt in for 
emails, please feel free to share your thoughts with us next time you are in your 
meeting or call into the office!  We look forward to all your suggestions! 

As of March 1, 2022, we will have a new Hershey 
location to serve our clients!  The office will still 
be located in Hershey—just a short drive from the 
current office location.  Stay tuned for an email to 
be sent out with exact details once we are settled 
in! 
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A Registered Investment Advisor 

Main Office 

147 North Shippen Street 

Lancaster, PA 17602 

Did you know…Washington’s Birthday can never occur on the 
public holiday.  George Washington’s actual birthday is February 
22, but President’s Day is observed on the third Monday in 
February.  The latest it can occur is February 21st. 

With 4 offices across Central Pennsylvania, 
our Advisors are ready to help you. 


